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Who is Brian?
Brian Lloyd is a young, motivated writer 
and filmmaker from Queens, New York. 
He will be graduating from the Univer-
sity of Scranton in 2018 with degree in 
Journalism and Media Production.
 
Brian is currently the president of Roy-
al Studios at the University of Scranton 
where he executive produces, writes and 
directs content while spearheading the 
re-brand of the program away from pub-
lic access studio driven content to online 
scripted web-series, shareable content 
and short films/documentaries. 

 

In 2016, Brian sought an outlet for his 
creativity and launched Dirty Bubble 
Media. Under this banner, Brian has 
produced the Idiots Without Credibility 
Podcast (available on iTunes among oth-
er platforms), a fan-trailer/fan-edit

videos YouTube channel and his first 
short film Swipe Right, a comedy that 
follows a lonely college student on a 
quest for companionship only to be cat-
fished by a non-speaking teddy bear. It 
is currently in post-production. Idiots 
Without Credibility also offers a plat-
form for other young, creative talent 
by offering an opportunity to write for 
the satirical Idiots Without Credibility 
website, a brand that has earned thou-
sands of page views. Brian is constantly 
looking to grow his team and expand his 
new platform. Currently he is developing 
a second podcast  and a mockumentary 
about an NBA prospect.
 
In addition to Royal Studios and Dirty 
Bubble Media, Brian has worked for 
hyper-local news upstart Queens Live TV 
where his ability to learn fast and work 
hard enabled him to earn producer cred-
its after beginning as an editor.
 
Brian also performs stand-up comedy 
and is based in New York City. Brian 
is passed for late night at world famous 
Comic Strip Live and has performed at 
numerous other rooms including Broad-
way Comedy Club and Greenwich Village 
Comedy Club.
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Brian’s first experience in production was at Holy Cross High School in Flush-
ing, NY. As host of the daily television broadcast on the shool’s internal net-
work, Brian got his first taste of performance and credits this platform as the 
first place he wrote and told a joke. After a semester in college as a pre-med 
student, Brian soon realized “Wow, I hate this. Continuing this would be mis-
erable.” He soon began studying Media Production where he could develop the 
skills necessary to become a proper storyteller.

How’d He Get Here?

Brian performing at Comic Strip Live on the Upper East Side of Manhattan

Brian has increasingly become interested in two things: make people laugh and 
make people think. These two seamingly simple principles have driven Brian’s 
work to date and are extremely important in his work particularly on stage. In 
today’s socio-politcal climate, thought provoking content and storytelling are more 
important now than they have ever been, and that is what motivates Brian to
create.

In just about 3 years since Brian abandoned becoming a doctor, he has launced a 
writing platform and a podcast, written and directed a short film, written plays, 
screenplays and poems, and has become a bright, up and coming stand-up comedi-
an in the New York scene. Most importantly, there is much more to come...
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Royal Studios, the student-run production house at The 
University of Scranton.

• Formerly known as Royal Television Network, Brian was named the 
first president following its rebrand to Royal Studios.

• As president Brian works with his heads of development, production 
and post-production to create content on time and under budget.

• Brian often takes on executive producer and director roles on projects 
which enables him to help develop less experienced crew members.

• The primary focus for Royal Studios under Brian’s direction has been 
to focus on developing ‘shareable’ online based content in order to 
grow an audience.

• Royal Studios currently has multiple projects in development that 
will immensely help the organization build a foundation for years to 
come. 

• Brian’s overall goal is, upon his graduation, for Royal Studios to be 
in a position to grow into a place that future production students will 
flock to as a place to learn and develop their skills.
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Some Royal Studios Work

Royal Studios 
secured an 
inspiration-
al interview 
with Breaking 
Bad star R.J. 
Mitte to 
discuss how 
his disability
influenced 
his career.

University professors 
read their Rate My 
Professor reviews in 
the style of Jimmy 
Kimmel’s Mean 
Tweets Segment.

Inspirational Words 
with R.J. Mitte

Rate My Professor



Untitled Uganda Service Short 
Documentary

S.P.U.D.S.
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A single camera mockumentary web-
series that follows student volunteer 
campus officers and resident assis-
tants in a COPS/The Office hybrid set 
on a college campus.

A short documentary telling the story of how the University of Scranton 
has built a strong and highly rewarding, mutual relationship with peo-
ple in Uganda in order to help the less fortunate people of Uganda while 
also providing their students with a foundation in helping those in need. 
It features footage from past service trips while we hear the stories of 
students, faculty, health professionals, and Ugandan people that have 
shared in this experience.
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Dirty Bubble Media is a Video and Audio production banner producing 
content to make you laugh and think. Dirty Bubble Media was founded by 
Brian Lloyd in 2016 as a platform to create stuff he liked and through smart 
satire and quality stories, Dirty Bubble Media  has quickly grown to produce 
some of the best stuff you’ll ever see, hear, taste, touch, or smell.

What began as a banner for a goofy podcast, is growing as Brian expands his 
independant projects.

How it started...

Fun Fact

After playing around with the idea for a 
while, Brian decided he wanted to have a 
platform to share his takes on what was 
going on in the world. As an avid podcast 
listener, Brian decided he would launch a 
podcast with a few friends.

Thus, Idiots Without Credibility, a satir-
ical, low budget current events podcast 
was born. The first project under Dirty 
Bubble Media.

Early Idiots Without Credibility artwork.

The name “Dirty Bubble” stems from a Spongebob Squarep-
ants’ character. It became a nickname for Brian early on in 
college because his twitter account is 
@theDirtyBubble6. Brian considers Spongebob and Seinfeld 
to be the two shows that developed and refined his sense 
of humor, respectively. 
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The world is stupid and we’re gonna talk about it. Comedians Brian Lloyd, 
Rob Bowe and Justin Alonso take a look at what’s going on through their 
satirical lens and get mad at everything in our dumb society.

Idiots Without Credibility is available on iTunes, Stitcher, SoundCloud, 
Libsyn and most popular podcast platforms. Through two seasons, it has 
accumulated thousands of listeners and over 2,000 followers on Twitter.

Following the launch of the IWC podcast, a supplementary blog was added 
along with a new website.

The blog offers a place for IWC talent to write satirical posts about varying 
topics which usually include socio-political issues.

Articles vary from satire based on real current events or creative 
non-fiction to allow discussion on a certain issue.

Brian serves as the Editor in Chief and is heavily featured as a writer.

Podcast

Blog



ISIS To Start Shooting T-Shirts Into Crowds To Gain 
Support
By Brian Lloyd
Originally posted on idiotswithoutcredibility.com on August 2, 2017

Do White People Know Queso Just Means Cheese?
By Brian Lloyd
Originally posted on idiotswithoutcredibility.com on July 20, 2017

Ever since One Direction broke up, ISIS has taken over as the most talked about boy band in the world. After 
years of President Obama referring to them as ISIL (Islamic State Is Lame)* they exploded out of the indie scene 
with a killer show in Paris. 

But the road to fame hasn’t been easy for the polarizing super-group and it appears the negative backlash may 
have finally broke the camel’s back. In an attempt to become more fan friendly, ISIS will be introducing t-shirt 
launches during their acts.

ISIS member Paul confirmed the efforts. “We feel that we can win over anybody with free t-shirts so now when 
we’re shooting everyone we’ll shoot them with bullets and t-shirts.”

When asked about this development, local white girl Kelly said “what size is it?” reinforcing that a shirt big 
enough to wear to bed is good enough for Kelly even if it is says “ISIS: Death to the West Tour 2017” followed by a 
list of cities and dates as if they were Iron Maiden in South America.

Queso is all the rage these days. Chipotle is introducing it and Wendy’s recently added the most redundant sand-
wich ever, a Bacon Queso Cheeseburger. As the latest menu item craze takes our bellies by storm I ask: Do people 
know queso literally means cheese in Spanish?

The way people praise and worship the... sauce?... dip?... the molten oozing substance... you would expect it to be in 
the pinnacle of cheeses or at the very least a particular kind of cheese.

Nope, it is literally just generally speaking as vague as possible: cheese. It is a ragtag bucket of melted cheese based 
things. It’s the equivalent of a bunch of young backpacking cheeses staying at a hostel, having a drug induced orgy 
and mopping the floor of all of the cheese bodily fluids they secreted. That is queso. A processed fictional food 
item glorified because nobody paid attention in Spanish class.

Don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying it isn’t delightful. Just that calling it queso adds no cultural significance or 
ethnic flavor to your pallets. You labeled a soup of melted yellow crayons the nonspecific Spanish word for cheese. 
Now throw that all over my Doritos Locos Quesarito before I get preemptive diarrhea!
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Alt-Right Condemns Chicken Dance As Pro-Trans 
Propaganda
By Brian Lloyd
Originally posted on idiotswithoutcredibility.com on October 13, 2017

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA—Alt-Right officials have come out of their hate engulfed closets yet again to attack the 
chicken dance for promoting values they deem immoral. Outspoken guy with big truck Geoff said, “You’re either 
born a chicken or born a duck. No dancing can change God’s work. I’ve never satisfied a woman in bed.”

A recent public gathering that onlookers described simply as a “no sleeves and jorts convention” echoed this sen-
timent. Crowds shouted repeatedly out of sync to the previously established 3/4 measure, “If you dance you’re a 
trans! Protect your kids, arrest the blacks!” Local chicken dance protester Emmit defended the alt-right’s stance and 
claimed it is actually positive. 

“I absolutely hate my life, and attacking other ideas I don’t agree with gives my life purpose,” Emmit said. “The 
chicken dance made me very happy as a child but now it makes me confused because God makes me hate trans. 
What if I don’t want to be a chicken or a duck? Doesn’t calling us alt-right mean we are an alternative to the right, 
which would actually be left?”

Storming into an out of order porta-potty, Emmit exclaimed, “I just want to be happy but I’m a man so it’s not okay 
to cry.”
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Brian created the current artwork for Idiots Without 
Credibility (left) using Adobe Illustrator.

He also uses photoshop for much of the podcast
promotional material such as episode posters and ‘me-
mes’ to use in articles.

Examples of photoshop work are the pictures posted in 
the previousarticles and the two episode promos dis-
played on the next page.
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Swipe Right
Swipe Right follows a lonely college student on a hopeless quest for love only to be catfished by a 
non-speaking teddy bear.

Written and Directed by Brian Lloyd, this is the first short film produced by Dirty Bubble Media. 
 

Swipe Right is a comedy that comments on younger 

generations’ tendencies to try to meet new partners 

online, but as the human element of the process is 

reduced it heightens the need for human 

interaction.

 

Production on Swipe Right lasted about 2 months 

and introduces Nick Gangone and Tim Dodds as, 

fittingly, the main character Nic and his roomate 

Tim, respectively.

Patrick Brown co-produced and was director of 

photography.

Nick 
Gangone 
as Nic in 
the opening 
sequence of 
Swipe Right
(right).

Set photo 
from Swipe 
Right
(above).



The catfishing teddy bear Daniell from Swipe Right (above).

Nic (Nick Gangone) and his roomate Tim (Tim Dodds) share a scene in their apartment (below).

 Swipe Right is Brian’s first directorial effort.

It is currently in post-production and will be submitted to festivals upon completion.
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Nic (Nick Gangone) contemplates his life decisions in a socluded part of campus (above).

Conor Hurley and Latrice Smith play supporting roles as an onlooking couple in the closing sequence of 
Swipe Right (below).

Nic Gangone, Conor Hurley and Latrice Smith are rising actors in the New York 

and Philadelphia theatre communities.
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YouTube Channel
Dirty Bubble Edits

The Dirty Bubbble Media YouTube channel focuses on fan-edit/mashup 
videos and fan-trailers.

Dirty Bubble Edits has made videos using popular media for comedy and 
fan-fiction content. Examples of this are a Seinfeld/Goodfellas mashup 
and a Game of Thrones Season 8 trailer featuring Arnold Schwartzeneg-
ger’s Mr. Freeze from 1997’s Batman and Robin.



The Future of Dirty 
Bubble Media...
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Marissa Frank (above) and
Jaclyn Campson (left) 
were interviewed for the 
project.

Dirty Bubble Media is 
producing a promotional 
video for True Thabo to 
help share their story.

Brian is directing and
editing.

true thabo
True Thabo is a nonprofit that 
provides water filtration 
systems to schools in Africa.



Untitled NBA Prospect 
Mockumentary

Additional Podcasts

Brian will once again collaborate 
with Patrick Brown on this project 
that will see an unknown 
basketball prospect declare and 
prepare for the NBA draft.

It will be a cross between ESPN’s 
30 for 30 series and Funny or 
Die’s American Vandal.
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Dirty Bubble Media is currently developing two new potential podcasts. One would 
target the extremely loyal and passionate market of Wrestling fans with the Blade 
Jobbers Podcast, a pro-wrestling analysis and discussion podcast.

The other project is a female led conspiracy, comedy podcast called Shook which will 
feature the hosts discussing what has them “shook” each week.



Brian’s other work
NYJetsFans.com
NY Jets QB Coach Jeremy Bates: A Huge Asset For 
The Team’s Signal Callers
By Brian Lloyd
Originally posted on nyjetsfans.com on July 30, 2017

The glaring spotlight heading into Jets’ training camp is firmly locked on the three-headed quarterback competi-
tion. Josh McCown, Bryce Petty and Christian Hackenberg are center stage as someone must emerge in new offen-
sive coordinator John Morton’s West Coast offense. While Morton and the quarterbacks receive all the attention, 
another key contributor to fixing the Jets’ passing woes is off-stage just outside the focal beam of light. Newly 
appointed quarterbacks’ coach Jeremy Bates has returned to coaching after a four-year hiatus from football. His 
first challenge back in the NFL is trying to fix the revolving door of instability that is the Jets’ qb position, and he 
could be just the man to do it.

His History

Bates has been around football his entire life. 
His father Jim Bates coached in both college 
and the NFL for parts of 41 years. Jeremy 
has a history with both the Jets and Morton. 
He served as the Jets’ QB coach in 2005, the 
Brooks Bollinger season, for head coach Herm 
Edwards. In 2009 Bates worked closely with 
Morton at USC under head coach Pete Car-
roll. Morton was the OC and Bates the QB 
coach. The highest on the totem pole Bates ever 

climbed was when Carroll hired him to be his offensive coordinator for the Seattle Seahawks in 2010 though he 
was fired after one season.

In looking at Bates’ career there are two key people to focus on: Jon Gruden and Jay Cutler. Gruden gave Bates 
his first coaching job as an offensive quality control coach with the 2002 Super Bowl winning Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers. Bates was close to Gruden especially once he was promoted to assistant QB coach in 2004. Gruden is a 
well-known quarterback fanatic with a keen offensive mind, but the most impressive part of Gruden’s success is he 
never had a franchise quarterback. His Super Bowl title with the Bucs was won with Brad Johnson under center. 
This was the beginning of Bates working on a staff that got the most out of their decent quarterback.

Fast forward to 2007. Bates is promoted from offensive assistant to quarterback and wide receivers coach for the 
Denver Broncos under another legendary coach in Mike Shanahan. For the ’07 and ’08 seasons, Jeremy worked 
wonders with infamous Jay Cutler. In 2008, Bates took over offensive play calling for Shanahan (OC Rick Den-
nison focused on run schemes and protection). With Bates at the helm Cutler turned out his lone pro-bowl season 
throwing for over 4500 yards and leading the Broncos to the third ranked offense in the NFL, narrowly missing 
the playoffs at 8-8. Compare that to 2009 without Bates: Cutler threw 8 more interceptions, took 14 more sacks 
and dropped his QBR 10 points. The last time Cutler led his team to an above .500 record was 2012, when he was 
reunited with Bates for one season in Chicago. (cont’d on next page)
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The Bates Effect

Bates was once on the fast track to be one of the youngest head coaches in the league until he was fired in Seattle. 
A setback yet he is still an intelligent fiery coach that has had success. His reputation is what led ESPN’s Adam 
Schefter to call Bates “the Jets’ biggest quarterback acquisition this offseason” even calling him a “quarterback 
guru” on the April 5th episode of the Rich Eisen podcast. Just over a month later Schefter tweeted that the Jets are 
pleased with how Hackenberg has looked citing “The Jeremy Bates effect.”  
The Jets hope to get some answer regarding their quarterback situation this season whether Petty or Hacken-
berg steps up or if all the fans’ hopes and dreams fall to the 2018 draft. If anyone can turn Petty or Hackenberg 
from place holder into a formidable pocket presence it is Bates. He has a habit of flipping under-achievers into 
over-achievers (Jay Cutler feels so similar to recent Jets’ QB’s it hurts). More importantly if the Jets offense is 
going to be anything better than the laughing stock the league projects Bates will have a key role sink or swim. 
Hopefully he repeats his trend of swimming in his return to the sideline
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Brian has been published on NYJetsFans.com as a contributor to Jets 
Fans Media. Brian has also been published on GENY Mets giving 
analysis on the New York Mets.
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